
Nature Journal of the Month

If you were not a 
human, which 
nature element 
would you be, and 
why?

List 5 different 
biotic creatures 
that thrive in the 
wetlands. Feel free 
to draw them too!

Write and draw 
about 1 
ecosystem.

Stick and describe 5 
different pulses in 
your daily recipes.
Moong Dal, Rajma, 
Etc.

Stick and press 3 
flowers that have 
the colour yellow.
Examples: 
Marigold, 
sunflowers, etc)

Draw and paint 
leaves you see 
outside using 5 
different mediums.

Scrapbook about 
any mountain, feel 
free to write about 
your hikings 
experiences too!

List 5 celebrities 
that have helped 
the environment 
through some 
action. 

Create a WINTER 
themed page! Try 
theming it one 
colour.

Make a sketchnote 
on the Food Chain 
in an ecosystem.

Make a comic strip 
about birds and 
their everyday lives.

Make characters 
out of the clouds 
you see. You can 
make a storyline 
too.

Write about a 
female scientist 
who helped/led a 
environmental 
study.

List 3 things you 
absolutely love 
about nature and 
why. 

Draw something 
using organic 
matter (Leaves, 
seeds, flowers, 
mud) 

Draw 5 different 
types of eggs from 
different birds. 
Include the type, 
and size of the egg.

Do a rainbow of 
fruits and 
vegetables along 
with their nutrition 
values.

Write a quote 
about marine life or 
the ocean.

Research and write 
about 2 
environment 
friendly inventions.

Write  and draw 10 
vegetables in your 
mother tongue.

Find out the 
biodegrading time 
for a single lego, 
design an 
eco-alternative.

Draw different 
types of 
mushrooms, 
include their type, 
and toxin level.

Draw about 
different seasonal 
and local root 
vegetables.

Create a flower that 
ideally represents 
yourself. 

Research about 
Bioluminescent 
biotic creatures and 
how it helps their 
survival.

Sketch and write 
about carnivorous 
plants! Add their 
diet in as well.

List 10 objects that 
you use that are not 
environmentally 
friendly, and their 
alternatives.

Write about your 
favourite 
experience this 
month.


